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Proposal Narrative 

A. Description of the Issue 

The County of Mendocino is a very rural, mountainous and geographically large 

county within Northern California. It is home to several vulnerable populations, 

including multiple tribal reservations. The Mendocino County Sheriff’s Office serves 

89,108 residents spread throughout 3,506.34 square miles1. The largest populated 

areas are clustered around Ukiah (the county seat), Willits (North county), and Fort 

Bragg (central coast); none of which are areas designated as a standard metropolitan 

statistical area by the Office of Management and Budget (OMB)2. In addition, the 

Mendocino County Sheriff’s Office currently has 103 sworn officers. Therefore, the 

Mendocino County Sheriff’s Office meets the definition of: a small agency and a rural 

law enforcement agency as defined under the FY 2024 Rural and Small Department 

Violent Crime Reduction Program.  

Due to the vast geographical spread of Mendocino County, law enforcement response 

times can be significantly longer in rural areas. This often results in these areas being 

hot spots for violent crimes. Covelo and Manchester-Point Arena Rancheria are two 

such communities.   

Covelo is located 42 miles from the nearest Sheriff’s Office substation in Willits, CA. 

It has a total population of 2,775 citizens and a poverty rate of 29.8 percent as 

 
1 U.S. Census Bureau. (2023). Mendocino County Quick Facts. Retrieved 4/17/24, from 
https://www.census.gov/quickfacts/fact/table/mendocinocountycalifornia/LND110210#LND110210   
2 U.S. Census Bureau. (2020). Metropolitan and Micropolitan Statistical Areas. Retrieved 4/17/24, from 
https://www2.census.gov/geo/maps/metroarea/us_wall/Mar2020/CBSA_WallMap_Mar2020.pdf  
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measured by the 2018-2022 5-year data series available from the American 

Community Survey (ACS) of the Census Bureau3. Between 2019 and 2023, Covelo 

and its surrounding area experienced 104 reported violent crimes. The 5-year average 

violent crime rate is 749.5 per 100,000 (see Table 1 in Attachment 1). The most 

prevalent problems in this area are assault (17% of the reported crimes), burglary 

(12%), and robbery and rape (both at 10%). Graph 1 in Attachment 2 shows a 

breakdown of the number of reported violent crimes in Covelo from 2019 through 

2023. Murder, attempted murder and arson are also significant problems in Covelo. 

Manchester-Point Arena Rancheria is located 48 miles from the nearest substation in 

Fort Bragg. It has a total population of 853 citizens and a poverty rate of 4.7% as 

measured by the 2018-2022 5-year data series available from the American 

Community Survey (ACS) of the Census Bureau4. Between 2019 and 2023, 

Manchester-Point Arena Rancheria and its surrounding area experienced 37 reported 

violent crimes. This is a 33% percent decrease in crime since a Resident Deputy was 

assigned in this area in 2022. The 5-year average violent crime rate is 867.5 per 

100,000 (see Table 2 in Attachment 1). Graph 2 in Attachment 2 displays a breakdown 

of the number of reported violent crimes in Manchester-Point Arena Rancheria by 

 
3 U.S. Census Bureau. (2022). Narrative Profiles. Retrieved 4/17/24, from 
https://www.census.gov/acs/www/data/data-tables-and-tools/narrative-
profiles/2022/report.php?geotype=zcta&zcta=95428&state=06  
4 U.S. Census Bureau. (2022). Narrative Profiles. Retrieved 4/17/24, from 
https://www.census.gov/acs/www/data/data-tables-and-tools/narrative-
profiles/2022/report.php?geotype=zcta&zcta=95459&state=06  
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offenses. The data shows that the most prevalent problems in this area are burglary 

(43% of the reported crimes) and assault (19%). 

The Mendocino County Sheriff’s Office proposes a 36-month “Funding for Resident 

Deputies, Increased Patrol in Hot Spots, and Implementation of License Plate 

Readers” project to continue and enhance the current Resident Deputy on the south 

coast of Mendocino County, and potentially in Covelo, and to foster a sense of security 

within the community. Mendocino County has seen an uptick in violent crime in certain 

hot spots, especially in Covelo. The Resident Deputy Program is vital to maintain a 

consistent law enforcement presence, continue to build community trust, and respond 

swiftly to incidents. Since the Resident Deputy was assigned to the Manchester-Point 

Arena community in 2022, the average crime rate dropped 33% from 55 reported 

violent crimes to 37. Additionally, the implementation of a License Plate Reader 

system throughout Mendocino County will significantly aid in crime prevention and 

resolution.  

B. Project Design and Implementation 

The Mendocino County Sheriff’s Office will address the violent crimes as identified in 

areas such as Covelo and Manchester-Point Arena Rancheria by continuing to 

provide a consistent law enforcement presence. During the term of the project, the 

Resident Deputies will continue to achieve this mission by building relationships within 

their assigned communities. The following components will be implemented: 
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· Continue to cultivate partnerships with tribal leaders to open lines of 

communication and cooperation about all community issues 

· Act as the Sheriff’s Office liaison at town hall meetings to provide residents with 

an immediate bridge to our agency 

· Make use of citizen advisory groups to tailor the violent crimes reduction 

program to the needs of their assigned communities 

· Collaborate with local businesses to improve security and report suspicious 

activities 

In addition to the Resident Deputies, law enforcement will increase patrol in the violent 

crime hot spots in Mendocino County. Regular patrol within these areas can help 

overcome the challenging geographical areas by ensuring that these communities are 

not overlooked or underserved. The increased patrolling of violent crime hot spots will 

provide reassurance to the public, making them feel safer and more secure in their 

homes and communities and will deter potential criminals. The following components 

will be implemented: 

· Identify specific crime hot spots using Mendocino County Sheriff’s Office crime 

analysis software system “Citizen Connect”, already successfully in use 
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· Integrate Crime Analysis into Patrol Work.5 Studies have shown that data-

driven approaches in law enforcement agencies can maximize their resources 

· Training and Communication6. Adequate training for deputies and effective 

communication within the agency are key factors for the successful 

implementation of the project. 

The use of License Plate Readers can significantly enhance law enforcement capabilities. 

They assist with real-time tracking of vehicles, which can be crucial in situations such as 

active criminal investigations or locating stolen vehicles. Designing and implementing a 

license plate reader in rural Mendocino County involves several key steps: 

· Understanding the Technology 7. Automated License Plate Recognition (ALPR) 

technology is used to capture and analyze license plate data. 

· Data Management. Managing the data collected by the ALPR system is crucial. 

This includes managing hot lists, data retention, and how deputies use ALPRs in 

the field8  

 
5 The Integration of Crime Analysis Into Patrol Work: A Guidebook. (2013). Importance of Crime Analysis 
Integration. Retrieved 4/18/24, from https://portal.cops.usdoj.gov/resourcecenter/content.ashx/cops-p209-
pub.pdf  
6 The Integration of Crime Analysis Into Patrol Work: A Guidebook. (2013). Technology and Training. Retrieved 
4/18/24, from https://portal.cops.usdoj.gov/resourcecenter/content.ashx/cops-p209-pub.pdf  
7 Automated License Plate Recognition Systems, Policy and Operational Guidance for Law Enforcement. 
Retrieved 4/18/24, from 
https://www.theiacp.org/sites/default/files/IACP_ALPR_Policy_Operational_Guidance.pdf  
8 National Policing Institute, A Multi-Site Evaluation of Automated License Plate Readers. Retrieved 4/18/24, 
from https://www.policinginstitute.org/projects/a-multi-site-evaluation-of-automated-license-plate-
readers/  
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· Implementing strong policies and procedures of using the ALPR technology, to 

include policies on data collection, sharing and privacy protections. This will ensure 

the privacy and rights of individuals.  

· Regular evaluation of the ALPR program 

C. Capabilities and Competencies 

The Mendocino County Sheriff’s Office is uniquely qualified and experienced to 

implement the proposed “Funding for Resident Deputies, Increased Patrol in Hot Spots, 

and Implementation of License Plate Readers” program. Our agency has a proven history 

of successful collaboration with federal agencies to lead and support regional task force 

initiatives. For example, our years implementing the Domestic Cannabis 

Eradication/Suppression Program (DCE/SP) with the DEA and other government 

agencies have made us experts in intelligence sharing, training Deputies for the rural 

environment, and utilization of technology to address crimes in our jurisdictions. 

The Sheriff’s Office staff members assigned to this program possess many years of 

experience in effectively serving the rural communities of Mendocino County. The staff 

include the following classifications: two Resident Deputies (one in each operational 

area), Deputy Sheriff-Coroners, one Administrative Services Manager (ASM), and one 

Senior Department Analyst (SDA). Please refer to Attachment 3 for position descriptions 

of personnel. The Deputies will be responsible for the law enforcement component of the 

program, and the ASM and SDA will oversee the financial management of the program. 
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The Lieutenants, with their Sergeants, will continue to provide training to the Resident 

Deputies on implementation of the strategies to reduce violent crimes. They will supervise 

the Resident Deputies in patrol activities and inspect reports and daily logs of the patrol 

duties.  

The Resident Deputies are essential to the program’s successful implementation since 

they will be representing the Sheriff’s Office, not as law enforcement figures but also 

community members, and possess a California Commission on Peace Officers Standards 

and Training (POST) certificate. 

The Administrative Services Manager and Senior Department Analyst are grant 

administrators who possess in-depth experience with fiscal management and data 

analysis. The ASM will monitor the operational performance of the program to ensure that 

the reporting and operational grant requirements are met. The SDA will track and analyze 

expenditures to ensure that expenditures are justified and within the submitted budget. 

The SDA will also compile and analyze patrol duties data from the Resident Deputies to 

measure the results of the work carried out under the award. 

The strong management and support structure, administrative capabilities, and extensive 

experience leading and supporting task force initiatives of the Mendocino County Sheriff’s 

Office position us to successfully continue the Resident Deputy Program, increase patrol 

in violent crime hot spots and the implementation of a license plate reader program. 
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D. Plan for Collecting the Data Required for this Solicitation’s Performance Measures 

The Sheriff’s Office will use the SARA problem-solving process (Scanning, Analysis, 

Response, and Assessment) to collect the data required to report the progress and results 

of the program. The three primary goals of the program are: (1) Maintain a constant law 

enforcement presence in remote areas of the county in order to improve response times 

and community relations, (2) Deploy additional resources to areas with high crime rates 

to deter criminal activity and ensure public safety, and (3) Enhance investigative 

capabilities and increase the rate of crime resolution by implementing a License Plate 

Reader system.  

Resident Deputies will continue to define problems of their communities (scanning) and 

study the root causes of those problems (analyze). Citizens are more likely to report a 

crime if they see a Resident Deputy than if they have to place a call for service. Resident 

Deputies will report in-person calls for service (CFS). In addition to collecting data, 

Resident Deputies will engage with citizens to understand how the violent crime problems 

affect different groups in the community. Deputies will work with their Sergeants and 

Lieutenants to use the data to have a birds-eye view of the crime trend in the communities. 

The SDA will track the data monthly and prepare a quarterly report on the program’s 

progress towards meeting the goals identified above. 

For the increase of patrol in violent crime hot spots, deputies will first identify the hot spots 

by using crime data where increased law enforcement patrol is needed. Metrics will be 

defined to determine what data will be collected, such as number of patrols, hours spent 
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patrolling, types of incidents responded to, response times, etc. Transparency with the 

community will be an important part of the data collection and how it’s being used. This 

can help build trust between law enforcement and the community. Community feedback 

from residents about their perceptions of law enforcement presence and effectiveness 

will be conducted via surveys or community meetings.  

For the implementation of license plate readers (LPR), the Sheriff’s Office will identify key 

data points on the data collected, such as the number of plates scanned, matches to 

hotlists, successful recoveries, etc. Data collected will be a digital process from software 

that logs all scans and matches. All data collected from LPRs will comply with laws and 

regulations regarding privacy and will be securely stored and handled. Detailed reports 

on the data collected from LPRs can be used to inform decision-making about the LPR 

program. The SDA will analyze and track the data monthly and prepare a quarterly report 

on the program’s progress and the effect is has on reducing violent crime in the most 

remote and rural areas of Mendocino County. 
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Table 1 
 
Covelo’s Number of Reported Violent Crimes and Violent Crime Rate by Year 

Year Reported Violent Crimes Violent Crime Rate per 100,000 
2019 16 577 
2020 25 901 
2021 18 649 
2022 21 757 
2023 24 865 

5-Year Average 20.8 749.5 
 
Note: The annual violent crime rate was calculated by dividing the number of reported crimes by 
the total population in Covelo (2,775) then multiplying the result by 100,000. 
 
 
Table 2 
 
Manchester-Point Arena Number of Reported Violent Crimes and Violent Crime Rate by Year 

Year Reported Violent Crimes Violent Crime Rate per 100,000 
2019 7 821 
2020 10 1,172 
2021 8 938 
2022 6 703 
2023 6 703 

5-Year Average 7.4 868 
 
Note: The annual violent crime rate was calculated by dividing the number of reported crimes by 
the total population in Manchester-Point Arena (853), then multiplying the result by 100,000. 
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Graph 1 
 
Violent Crimes in Covelo by Offense and by Year during the Period of 2019-2023 

 
 
 
Graph 2 
 
Violent Crimes in Manchester-Point Arena by Offense and by Year during the Period of 2019-
2023 

 
 
Note: Data from the Mendocino County Sheriff’s Office Database 
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Budget Overview 
 

 Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Total 
Personnel $ 13,908 $ 13,908 $ 13,908 $ 41,724 
Fringe Benefits $ 1,720 $ 1,720 $ 1,720 $   5,160 
Travel     
Equipment $ 21,900 $ 24,000 $ 0 $ 45,900 
Supplies     
Construction     
Sub-Awards     
Procurement 
Contracts 

    

Other Costs $ 51,800 $ 72,400 $ 82,400 $ 206,600 
Total Direct Costs     
Total Project Costs $ 89,328 $ 112,028 $ 98,028 $  299,384 

 
Budget Narrative 
 
Due to difficulty recruiting and retaining deputies in the rural areas of Covelo and the South Coast, 
the Mendocino County Sheriff’s Office initiated a Resident Deputy Incentive Pay/Bonus Program. 
Under Other Costs, this budget proposal covers three years of the program: 
 

· Year 1 includes a $20,000 bonus, a $15,000 housing stipend and a $6,200 healthcare 
subsidy for the South Coast deputy. The Year 1 proposal would also cover a partial year 
of housing ($7,500) and healthcare subsidy ($3,100) for a new hire resident deputy in the 
Covelo area 

· Year 2 includes a $20,000 bonus, a $15,000 housing stipend and a $6,200 healthcare 
subsidy for the South Coast deputy. In Year 2, it is also anticipated that the Covelo deputy 
would become eligible for a resident bonus of $10,000, in addition to receiving a $15,000 
housing stipend and a $6,200 healthcare subsidy 

· Year 3 includes a $20,000 bonus, a $15,000 housing stipend and a $6,200 healthcare 
subsidy for both the South Coast and Covelo resident deputies, per the program 

In addition to utilizing this grant to recruit and retain resident deputies, under Personnel and Fringe 
Benefits a request for assistance with overtime-related expenses due to violent crime in the 
remote areas of Covelo and the South Coast is included. An increased patrol presence in 
identified hot spots for rural violent crimes will aid in reducing the number of crimes committed. 

· Years 1-3 will cover a 15% ratio of overall overtime for all deputies responding in the 
Covelo and South Coast areas. The average annual Deputy Sheriff-Coroner overtime for 
violent crime call-outs in hot spots is 1,089 hours (based on a total of 7,260 overtime hours 
in these areas). The 15% figure was calculated based on the annual average of reported 
violent crimes over the last five-years. Deputy Sheriff-Coroner overtime pay will be 
calculated at 1.5 times the base hourly wage of $44.78 for a Deputy Sheriff-Coroner 
position and the correlative fringe benefits (not including retirement or insurance). Total 
overtime and fringe benefits proposed per year equates to $11,811.59 
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· Years 1-3 will also cover administrative costs at 2% salary plus fringe benefits for a Senior 
Department Analyst and 1% for an Administrative Services Manager who will be working 
grant draw-downs, reporting and budgeting. Proposed administrative costs per year 
equates to $3,816.16 

Vehicles are involved in many occurrences of violent crime in rural areas. To further aid in 
reduction of crime in remote areas and apprehension of perpetrators, under Equipment the 
budgeted cost for implementing vehicle license plate reader technology includes the purchase of 
six (6) LPRs, installation and maintenance in Years 1 and 2 of the grant performance period. 
Expenses include the LPRs, associated software, and any necessary components. Regular 
maintenance of the LPRs will be necessary to ensure systems continue to function properly. This 
proposal also includes software updates, hardware repairs, and other routine checks. 

Each of these initiatives are crucial for improving public safety in Mendocino County and reducing 
incidents of rural violent crime. We believe that with the appropriate funding, we can effectively 
implement these programs and make a significant positive impact within our community. 
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